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H Y P O C R I T I C  O A T H S ?

The Medicalization of Torture

T
he revelations of torture and
prisoner abuse at the Abu Ghraib
facility in Iraq may not be over; the
Army’s Fay Report and the inde-
pendent Schlesinger Report trace

the underlying problems to the top of the
chain of command. Some of their most
troubling findings indicate the complic-
ity of American doctors, nurses, and
medics in torture and other illegal acts in
Iraq, as well as in Afghanistan and at
Guantánamo Bay. “In one part of our
minds we know that doctors are human
beings with faults, who are far from per-
fect,” says lecturer on psychiatry Robert
Jay Lifton, M.D. “But we also expect doc-
tors to be involved primarily in a healing
enterprise, helping other human beings.”

Lifton, who alerted the profession to
the problem in a New England Journal of
Medicine article, cites three main ways in
which physicians historically have been
involved with atrocities. First, they have
not reported injuries that are obviously
consequences of abuse. For example,
“Certain kinds of wounds are clearly
caused by having been struck in some
way,” he says. Two doctors who gave a
painkiller to an Abu Ghraib prisoner
knew that his dislocated shoulder re-
sulted from his having been handcu≠ed
and forced to hold his hands above his
head for a long time. Second, doctors
have sometimes given medical records to
interrogators, who might use knowledge
of physical or psychological vulnerabili-
ties to put extra pressure on captives.
Third, physicians have been complicit in
the falsification of documents that might,
for example, assign an ordinary cause of
death like heart disease to a decedent
who actually perished from torture.

As an air force psychiatrist in the Ko-
rean War, Lifton personally experienced
some of the inherent conflicts between
the Hippocratic oath and the exigencies
of military combat. In his 1986 book The
Nazi Doctors: Medical Killing and the Psychology
of Genocide, he analyzed some of the issues
involved in what he calls a “reversal of

healing and killing.” Although Lifton
stresses that the genocidal activities of
Nazi doctors should in no way be equated
with the abuses at Abu Ghraib, he notes
that “atrocity-producing situations” can
arise whenever certain conditions crop
up. “Most of the Nazi doctors were not fa-
natics,” Lifton says. “They were ordinary
human beings who turned out to be cor-
ruptible, and who were socialized into the
death camps.” Similarly, Soviet psychia-
trists locked up political dissidents in
mental hospitals; white South African
doctors falsified medical reports on blacks
who had been killed or tortured; and Iraqi
surgeons, under Saddam Hussein, cut o≠
soldiers’ ears as punishment for desertion.

In such situations, “the environment
creates strong psychological pressures
toward killing or harming others,”
Lifton explains. In Vietnam and in Iraq,
these conditions have been part of a
counter-insurgency war in a hostile set-
ting, amid a largely nonwhite popula-
tion, where soldiers face a dangerous
enemy who is extremely hard to locate.
In Vietnam, one atrocity-producing pol-
icy was “free fire zones” in which sol-
diers were encouraged to kill virtually
anyone who stirred. In Iraq, troops in
great danger are unable to ascertain even
who the enemy is. In this case, Lifton ex-
plains, “The enemy can become every-
one—just about all Iraqis.”

For doctors, these conditions create a
“conflict between humane professional
and legal precepts and the realities of in-
surgency, where there are nasty forces at
play,” he says. “People tend to be vulnera-
ble to the pressures of their immediate
situations. Ordinary soldiers, for exam-
ple, are not supposed to carry out illegiti-
mate orders, like killing civilians, but it’s
very hard for a soldier to resist an order
in a combat situation. Doctors can know
about the Hippocratic oath, but under
certain extreme conditions, their adher-
ence to it can give way to the pressures of
the military group.”

Whistle-blowing is also di∞cult. Lifton
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once interviewed a Vietnam veteran who
had been present at the My Lai massacre,
but had not fired at civilians and had even
pointedly rested the muzzle of his rifle on
the ground—to make it clear that he

would not shoot. “That can be dangerous,”
Lifton says. “There’s deep resentment of
someone who fails to join in the atrocity,
or who raises questions that those in-
volved can’t a≠ord to look at.”

While acknowledging that very or-
dinary people, including medical pro-
fessionals, are capable of complicity
in torture, Lifton does not believe
that atrocity-producing situations are
powerful enough to override all of
our humane instincts. “There’s still a
basic distinction between someone
who has engaged in this behavior, and
someone who might,” he says. “There
are people who resist these situa-
tions. But it takes a special amount of

autonomy and courage.”
�craig lambert

robert jay lifton e-mail address:

rlifton@challiance.org
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C
aloric restriction, touted as a
possible way to increase human life
span, has gotten a lot of press lately.
Research on rats and mice has
shown that reducing their food con-

sumption by 50 percent, while maintain-
ing adequate nutrition, can lead to a 30
percent increase in longevity. Because the
human mean life span in the United
States is 75 years and the maximum life
span potential is 120 years, caloric restric-
tion might add 15 and 20 years, respec-
tively, to those numbers. But will what
works for mice also work for men?

Lloyd Demetrius, an associate of the de-
partment of population genetics in the
Museum of Comparative Zoology, writes
in the current issue of the Journal of Geron-
tology that the answer lies in understand-
ing just how caloric restriction (CR) acts
on an organism to extend its life. Tradi-
tionally, CR has been thought to work by
lowering the metabolic rate, the rate of
oxygen consumption. This “rate of living”
theory, as it is sometimes called, was ad-
vanced in 1928 by biostatistician Raymond
Pearl, who observed the e≠ects of CR on

domestic animals. Extrapolating from a
very small sample, Pearl argued that meta-
bolic rate determines longevity, and the
slower the rate of metabolism, the longer
an organism will live. (The phrase “Live
fast, die young” emerged from that idea,
says Demetrius.) In 1954, Dr. Denham Har-
mon proposed a mechanism to explain
how the rate of living theory might work,
postulating that oxygen radicals cause
damage resulting in aging and death. This
gave “a certain molecular respectability”
to Pearl’s idea, Demetrius says.

But the empirical evidence does not
support Pearl’s theory: antioxidant sup-
plementation does not increase longevity.
Some birds with twice the rate of metab-
olism of equivalent-size mammals, which
should live half as long, instead live at
least three times longer. Furthermore,
Pearl’s qualitative theory predicts that
caloric restriction should reduce the
metabolic rate across all living species.
But in some experiments, CR has had no
e≠ect on metabolism, and might even in-
crease it. If a slowed metabolism is not
the reason mice and rats on a restricted

diet live longer, how can the phenomenon
be explained?

Demetrius believes he has the answer,
one that suggests human beings will re-
spond di≠erently to caloric restriction
than rats and mice do. A mathematical bi-
ologist, Demetrius argues analytically
that the rate of aging is determined not by
metabolic rate but by metabolic stability,
which is a measure of a cell’s ability to
maintain stable ratios of certain critical
cellular metabolites in the face of stress.
“In order for a cell to perform its func-
tion,” he says, “it must maintain the ratio
of these cellular metabolites within a cer-
tain range.” Otherwise, the cell’s function
is compromised. Caloric restriction in-
creases metabolic stability. An organism’s
metabolic stability, he argues, is deter-
mined by its evolutionary history, so re-
searchers can predict what the metabolic
stability of a species will be if its history
is known—and hence predict just how
much CR might extend its life.

Mice and rats, for example, are “oppor-
tunistic species,” says Demetrius. They
experience periods of relative food abun-
dance punctuated by prolonged periods
of scarcity, and therefore undergo
episodes of rapid, exponential population
growth followed by periods of decline.
Such species are characterized by early
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A New Theory on Longevity

Fighters in Afghanistan act out a 
common torture used by the Taliban,
who hung their enemies by their feet 
for several days.
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